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Photo: Emma McIntyre/Getty Images As of this week, ap high school test results will be made available across the country, informing students how they scored in the essays they wrote about a certain saga of YouTuber influencers. Surprisingly (or unsurprisingly), countless teenagers based their essays on the james charles and tati westbrook drama that
dominated much of the internet last May. In a fun article on the culture of AP high school memes reported by MEL Magazine, ap's English test asked students to reflect on something overrated and many chose to write essays analyzing the meat of beauty vloggers. I felt it was appropriate and timely to include, said Claire, a high school student who wrote
about the drama, to MEL Magazine. Apparently, I wasn't the only one. In fact, several students took to Twitter to confess to the subject of the exam, although such discussion on writing issues is prohibited by the University Council. I can't believe I wrote about the Tati and James Charles scandal for my test argues AP Lang. #overrated — Alondra Gutierrez
(@AlondrGutierrez) May 15, 2019 In May 2019, Pedestrian.TV interviewed high school students who were writing about the controversy. The James Charles scandal is so important now and everyone knows so much about it that it seemed like one of those topics that it would be easy to write in detail, a student named Maya told Pedestrian.TV at the time. I
know so much about this, I might as well use it for something lmao. me talking about the James Charles and Tati Westbrook scandal in my argumentative essay ap lang #aplang pic.twitter.com/aduw3hIvMy - kayliesullivan (@kayliesullivan3) May 15, 2019 Another student explained his reasoning more in depth: He has gotten so many new people interested in
him because of this scandal and although he is losing followers, he is getting more people noting him than he is really worthy because his scandal of being a predator and doing undesirable things, he really isn't worth all this turmoil and attention, so it's overrated. You have to give these teens props to turn hours of YouTube drama caused by hair gum into
something useful, right? I hope they all mark 5s. AP Students Wrote About James Charles Drama For Exams The YouTube beauty community experienced one of its biggest controversies of the year when Tati Westbrook ended her friendship with James Charles in a 43-minute video titled Bye Sister. In the video posted on Friday, Westbrook called James a
bad model and accused him of manipulating someone's sexuality by making advances toward heterosexual men. The friendship took a turn when Charles posted an ad for Vitamins Sugar Bear Hair, which is a major competitor of Westbrook's supplement company, Halo Beauty.Beauty titan Jeffree Star recently tweeted his support for and now one of the
most inscribed YouTubers in the world Felix Kjellberg, better known as PewDiePie, says in his latest video that seems manipulative. Kjellberg points out that Charles took to his Instagram to apologize after he posted a video on Instagram supporting Sugar Bear vitamins. He also points out that Charles promoted the brand's sleep vitamins, which Westbrook's
brand currently does not offer. It seems to me that was an oversight, Kjellberg said in the video. It doesn't seem impossible that this was a mistake. He goes on to clarify that he is not defending Charles, but also adds: I don't think what Tati did is justified. He also says he feels the way she talks about her own brand feels like an ad, and mentions Westbrook's
age compared to Charles's. It's worth noting here that Tati is 37, he said. James Charles is still a teenager. yes, he's 19. yes, that doesn't excuse his behavior. But for a mother figure to completely drag this boy... no one has a problem with that? Kjellberg also goes on to say that he thinks the two could have resolved the situation in private. I can't imagine just
making a video by dragging someone publicly instead of talking to them, Kjellberg said. Kjellberg briefly addresses Charles' accusations of manipulating heterosexual men, wondering if Westbrook would be okay with this behavior if he hadn't posted the ad to Sugar Bear. It's very manipulative, he said in the video. She's putting herself on a pedestal while she
was clearly quite well not disclosing this behavior about James Charles essentially abusing people's sexuality, and while James Charles would have promoted his vitamins, she would have been fine with it. She wouldn't have made this video. Kjellberg is no stranger to some YouTube controversies. In February 2017, YouTube canceled its YouTube Red due
to videos with Nazi references and anti-Semitic comments, and in September 2017, he used a racial slur during a Twitch live stream. Read more: Despite predictions and controversies, PewDiePie has not yet lost its place as youTube's 'biggest star', James Charles. Photo: Emma McIntyre/Getty Images Beauty influencer James Charles has completed his
month of social media cleanup and now, free of toxic speech, has returned to YouTube. Your heart and pores are open. In his first post- Tati Westbrook feud video, posted on Tuesday, Charles adopts a definitely positive attitude and jumps back into a rainbow makeup tutorial. But first, a little mental health tea. It's so weird sitting here in the studio, says
Charles. I basically had a much needed month break from shooting YouTube videos and also social media. I have posted here and there, making my way back to everything, but it's been a very, very crazy month. This is currently the #1 trending video on YouTube. If you don't know why Charles left social networks in the first place or tried the essence of this
is that her former mentor and fellow beauty influencer Tati Westbrook started the public scufflase him after he partnered with a supplements company in direct competition with his own. And friends don't let friends be a little opaque about interpersonal business without the whole world knowing about it. So Charles was canceled in an epic way, only to be a
kind of redeemed in a series of videos of him and Westbrook who took on the role of a daily soap opera. But now the waters have calmed down and Charles, having turned 20, is in a better place with his obsession with social media, according to Tuesday's video: It was a lot of fun, but it got to a point where it was incredibly toxic to me and my mental health
and after everything that just happened on social media, I needed some time to detoxify and slow it down. Of course, still do what I absolutely love, which is deal with business, play with makeup, and see my friends, but just do it on a slightly lower scale... I'm really excited to say that after the last month, I've grown and thought a lot and now I'm able to leave
my phone in another room and go out and, like, enjoy life. Like, enjoy life. James Charles Rises Phoenixlike From Ashes of YouTube Drama Beauty influencers are incredibly popular in the world of social media, with thousands of subscribers tuning in to their favorite accounts to learn the latest and best makeup and lifestyle tips and tricks. Two of the world's
greatest influencers of beauty are James Charles and Tati Westbrook. Both makeup gurus have huge followings, fat bank accounts and a lot of support from various brands and companies. Even though influencers have enjoyed a firm friendship in the past, these days, Westbrook and Charles are experiencing a very public fight. How did James Charles and
Tati Westbrook become friends? James Charles ( Stefanie Keenan/WireImage Westbrook is widely known as one of the first famous beauty influencers. In 2011, Westbrook started his GlamLifeGuru channel, doing makeup tutorials, product breaks, challenges and offering a wide variety of lifestyle tips to his subscribers. At 37, Westbrook is considered one of
the space veterans of beauty influencers, and her work has inspired others hoping to start in the same field. One influencer who was inspired by Westbrook's work is James Charles. The young beauty blogger started posting on social media a few years ago, but made a big splash with her beautifully intricate gender looks and make-up design. Charles called
Westbrook a mother, and often praised her as a mentor and maternal figure. The two influencers often promoted themselves on their channels, and Charles even did Westbrook's makeup for their wedding day. How did the feud between James Charles and Tati Westbrook begin? The drama began in April 2019, when Charles promoted a line of vitamins gum
hair care called Sugar Bear Hair. While this seems harmless enough, the line is a direct competitor to Westbrook's line of healthy dietary supplements, Halo Beauty. Beauty. was immediately offended by the ad and used her Instagram to say she felt betrayed. Although she did not mention Charles by name, many fans began to connect the dots. After
Westbrook's post, Charles responded by publicly apologizing to Westbrook, claiming that he never intended to hurt his feelings and that he did not accept any money for the Sugar Bear Hair post. Westbrook did not respond to this immediately, but then other beauty bloggers began to get involved. A blogger named Gabriel Zamora posted a lengthy video
where he sided with Charles, saying that Westbrook had no right to take offense at Charles by promoting other brands and that Charles did not owe him loyalty. How will James Charles' feud with Tati Westbrook affect their careers? In response to Zamora's video, Westbrook finally spoke. On May 10, Westbrook posted a video of her own, where she broke all
the reasons why she will no longer associate with Charles, and her reasons went far beyond the Sugar Bear Hair promotion. In part, she accused Charles of being sexually inappropriate with several anonymous men, that Charles had been deceitful with Westbrook and her husband about their business relationship, and that once he began to experience a
greater level of success, he began to change for the worse. The video was a bombshell, and quickly racked up millions of views. Despite Charles' tearful apology video, which he posted the next day, the 19-year-old beauty guru quickly began to lose followers. Charles has already lost about three million subscribers, while Westbrook's followers have only
grown - from about six million to about ten million. How this will affect Charles and Westbrook in the future is unknown, but based on their rapid decline in followers, it seems likely that Charles may continue to experience significant problems with his fan base. Fans.
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